
Herd Behavior and Investment: Comment

By MARCO OTTAVIANI AND PETER SØRENSEN*

In an influential paper, David S. Scharfstein
and Jeremy C. Stein (1990) modeled sequential
investment by agents concerned about their rep-
utation as good forecasters. Consider an agent
who acts after observing the behavior of another
ex anteidentical agent. Scharfstein and Stein
argue thatreputational herdingrequires that
better agents have morecorrelatedsignals con-
ditionally on the state of the world. They claim
that without correlation the second agent would
have no incentive to attempt to manipulate the
market inference about ability by imitating the
behavior of the first agent. In this Note we show
that in their model, correlation is not necessary
for herding, other than in degenerate cases.

Our clarification exploits a parallel withsta-
tistical herding,introduced by Abhijit V. Ban-
erjee (1992) and Sushil Bikhchandani et al.
(1992) (henceforth, BHW). BHW feature inves-
tors who maximize expected profits in a
common-value environment and have access to
conditionally independentprivate signals of
bounded precision, while still observing the be-
havior of others. Eventually, the evidence accu-
mulated from observing earlier decisions is
sufficiently strong to swamp the private infor-
mation of a single decision maker. Thereaf-
ter, everyone rationally copies the prevailing
behavior.

We notice that payoffs have a common-value
nature in both the statistical and the reputational
model. The observed behavior of other agents
possibly affects the probability belief attached
to different states of the world as well as the
payoff conditional on each state. Herding arises

from the interaction of these two channels af-
fecting the expected payoff, be it physical or
reputational. Positive differential conditional
correlation of signals in the reputational model
is tantamount to the introduction of positive
payoff externalities in the statistical model. This
reinforces the tendency to herd already present
with independence.

The fact that differential conditional correla-
tion is not needed for herding is a clear strength
of the reputational herding model. It is not nec-
essary to assume common unpredictable com-
ponents of returns at the individual level in
order to rationalize the empirical findings that
individual prediction errors of security analysts
are correlated.1

After setting up Scharfstein and Stein’s
model in Section I, we summarize their findings
in Section II and provide a unified definition of
herd behavior in Section III. Section IV con-
tains our critique of their line of argument and
clarifies the role of differential conditional cor-
relation. In Section V we propose alternative
robust scenarios where herding would indeed be
driven by correlation. Section VI concludes.

I. Scharfstein and Stein’s Model

Consider the following model of sequential
investment by privately informed agents (man-
agers), who are motivated by implicit incentives
rather than the payoff of their principals (inves-
tors). Each agent is endowed with some private
information (or signal) on the profitability of the
investment (or state of the world) in a common-
value environment. More able agents have ac-
cess to better information about the state in
Blackwell’s sense. The investment decision
made by each agent on behalf of their principal
is observed by two sets of receivers, who are
possibly able to infer the agent’s signal. First,
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other investors (agents and principals) who de-
cide afterwards update their beliefs on the state.
Second, the labor market assesses the ability of
each agent on the basis of the choice made as
well as the realized level of profits. As in Bengt
R. Holmström’s (1999) seminal model, agents
are solely concerned about the market updating
on ability performed on the basis on their ob-
servable decisions.

Specifically, Scharfstein and Stein look at the
case with two agents who make individual in-
vestment decisions, one (agentB) after the
other (A). Thestateof investment profitability
is assumed to be binary, either high (xH . 0) or
low ( xL , 0), while not investing yields the
safe return 0. Similarly, thesignal is binary,
either good (sG) or bad (sB). Each agent’sabil-
ity type is again binary, either smart (S) or
dumb (D). The prior beliefs, common to all
agents and the labor market, are Pr(xH) 5 a
and Pr(SA) 5 Pr(SB) 5 u, with superscripts
referring to the agents. State and abilities are
stochastically independent. Agents are assumed
not to know their own type. While the signal
received by smart agents is informative, with
Pr(sGuxH, S) 5 p . q 5 Pr(sGuxL, S), it is
uninformative for dumb agents, i.e., Pr(sGuxH,
D) 5 Pr(sGuxL, D) 5 z. Let p(u ) [
Pr(sGuxH) 5 up 1 (1 2 u ) z and q(u ) [
Pr(sGuxL) 5 uq 1 (1 2 u ) z. The posterior
beliefs mG [ Pr(xHusG) and mB [ Pr(xHusB)
on the state are computed via Bayes’ rule, e.g.,
mG 5 p(u )a/[ p(u )a 1 q(u )(1 2 a)]. Notice
that mG . a . mB by p(u ) . q(u ).

II. Scharfstein and Stein’s Result

When is the first agent able to communicate
her private information?2 If the signals are
transmitted credibly, the posterior beliefs on
ability by the market areu (s, x) [ Pr(Sus, x)
for s [ { sB, sG} and x [ { xL, xH}, e.g.,u (sG,
xH) 5 pu/[ pu 1 z(1 2 u )] computed via

Bayes’ rule. There is a separating equilibrium
where agentA in possession of signalsG is
believed to have such a signal when investing
(and similarly an agent who does not invest is
rightly believed to possesssB) if

(1) mGu~sG , xH ! 1 ~1 2 mG!u~sG , xL !

$ mGu~sB , xH ! 1 ~1 2 mG!u~sB , xL !,

(2) mBu~sB , xH ! 1 ~1 2 mB!u~sB , xL !

$ mBu~sG , xH ! 1 ~1 2 mB!u~sG , xL !.

Substituting the posteriors on state and ability
into (1) and (2), the incentive compatibility con-
straints for the first agent are:

(3a) a@p 2 z#@1 2 q~u!#

$ @1 2 a#@z 2 q#@1 2 p~u!#,

(3b) a@p 2 z#q~u! # @1 2 a#@z 2 q#p~u!.

In equation (4) on page 467 of their paper,
Scharfstein and Stein make the additional as-
sumption that theex antedistribution of signals
is the same for smart and dumb agents,

(4) z 5 ap 1 ~1 2 a!q,

so that the actual signal received by the first
agent does not contain any information about
her own ability type. This non-informativeness
condition is satisfied only for one particular
prior belief a on the state. Whenever this con-
dition is not satisfied, the agent acquires poste-
rior information about own forecasting ability
by merely observing the signal. Assuming non-
informativeness has two important implications
in their binary model.

First, a separating equilibrium exists for the
first agent. Rewriting (4) asa[ p 2 z] 5 (1 2
a)[ z 2 q], it is seen that both (3a) and (3b)
hold if and only ifp(u ) $ q(u ), already true by
assumption. It follows that, in the most infor-
mative equilibrium, observation ofA’s invest-
ment decision allows subsequent agents to
deduce her private information.

2 When discussing the first agentA, we assume that the
message sent by the second agentB does not influence the
market’s updating onA’s ability. This is justified in any of
three relevant scenarios: (i) if agentA is the only agent in
the model, (ii) if the signals received by the two agents are
conditionally independent, or (iii) if agentB is pooling in
equilibrium. We are always in one of these scenarios in the
cases discussed below.
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Second, if the signals were conditionally in-
dependent, there would also be a separating
equilibrium for the second agent. Consider
agent B who possesses signalsG and moves
after A has revealedsB by choosing not to
invest. Denote byu (si , sj , xk) the posterior
probability of B being of typeS, conditionally
on statexk and on signalssi and sj being re-
vealed respectively by agentA and B. In the
case considered here,

u~sB , sG , xH ! 5
Pr~sG

B uSB, sB
A, xH !Pr~SB!

Pr~sG
B uSB, sB

A, xH !Pr~SB!
1 Pr~sG

B uDB, sB
A, xH !Pr~DB!

.

There is a separating equilibrium for the second
agentB if

(5) Pr~xHusB , sG!u~sB , sG , xH !

1 @1 2 Pr~xHusB , sG!#u~sB , sG , xL !

$ Pr~xHusB , sG!u~sB , sB , xH !

1 @1 2 Pr~xHusB , sG!#u~sB , sB , xL !.

With conditionally independent signals, (5) is
equivalent toz # ap 1 (1 2 a)q. This is seen
by replacinga with the relevant priormB in
(3a). In the symmetric case, after agentA re-
vealssG by investing, the condition for a sepa-
rating equilibrium forB is z $ ap 1 (1 2
a)q. Condition (4) is exactly necessary in order
to have a separating equilibrium for the second
agent in both cases.

Under the non-informativeness assumption
(4), the left-hand side of (5) equals the right-
hand side, as Scharfstein and Stein note on page
473. By assuming conditional dependence, i.e.,
Pr(sG

B uSB, sB
A, xH) , p and Pr(sG

B uSB, sB
A, xL) ,

q, this indifference is broken. While a con-
tradictory pair of signals still yields Pr(xHusB,
sG) 5 a, the posterior reputations change as
contradictory signals suggest thatA and B are
more likely to be dumb. Thus they write on
page468: “[I]f the signals of smart managers are
drawn independently from the distributions, our
results concerning herd behavior fail to go
through. Heuristically, herd behavior requires
smart managers’ prediction errors to be at least

partially correlated with each other.” Before dem-
onstrating the fragility of this claim in Section IV,
we provide a unified definition of herd behavior
which can be applied to different models.

III. Herding Models

A. Models

Consider the following three models of se-
quential investment with common values. First,
in the efficient benchmark with sequential in-
formation, each principal has direct access to
some private information as well as to the in-
formation of previous principals. Second, in
BHW’s observational learning model, each
principal again has access to private informa-
tion, but can now observe only the investment
decision of previous principals. Third, in
Scharfstein and Stein’s reputational model, the
private information is held by agents concerned
about their reputation rather than the payoffs to
their principals. The investment decision is del-
egated to the agent by each principal, and pre-
vious investment decisions are again publicly
observed.

In the reputational model, managerial invest-
ment decisions act as messages sent to the mar-
ket. As in the cheap-talk model of Vincent P.
Crawford and Joel Sobel (1982), such messages
are per se costless to the agent. Nevertheless,
different messages can be differently attractive
to an agent (sender), depending on the informa-
tion possessed. The market (receiver) can then
reassess ability on the basis of the message sent
and the realization of the state. In this case,
information can possibly be communicated in
equilibrium. Since agents are indifferent about
physical returns, investment decisions are arbi-
trarily associated with messages sent in equilib-
rium. In order to avoid this multiplicity
problem, Scharfstein and Stein assume the as-
sociation more favorable to the principal.

B. Herding

BHW’s principals have direct access to pri-
vate information when investing. Since the in-
vestment garbles the private signal, there is an
informational inefficiency, compared with the
benchmark model. When enough public infor-
mation has been accumulated in the investment
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history, a boundedly informative private signal
has no private value to the investor. The inves-
tor’s decision is then determined only by public
information, and does not depend on the private
signal. Subsequent investors learn nothing from
observation of such investment behavior, and
herding results in the statistical model. This
is referred to asstatistical herding,since all
later ex ante identical individuals are in the
same situation and take equally uninformative
actions.

In Scharfstein and Stein’s model, agency
problems introduce further inefficiencies. The
information is in the hands of agents, whose
objectives are fundamentally different from
those of the principals. Herding in the reputa-
tional model (reputational herding) arises when
the investment made does not reflect any private
information originally possessed by the agent.
This happens when the most informative equi-
librium is pooling, so that theex antemore
profitable investment decision is taken regard-
less of the private information of the agent. This
decision is also identical to that taken by the
predecessor.

IV. Role of Correlation

As reported in Section II, Scharfstein and
Stein find that differential conditional correla-
tion is necessary for reputational herding. This
result is valid in the binary model under condi-
tion (4), which restricts the prior belief on the
state in such a way that the signal received by
the first agent is not informative about her own
ability. In subsection A, we argue that such a
non-informativeness condition does not have
any clear role in the model. Once this non-
parsimonious assumption is lifted, reputational
herding generally arises even in their binary
model, without any need for conditionally cor-
related signals. The only advantage of correla-
tion is to generate a stronger form of herding in
this special model. In subsection B, we compare
the outcomes of different herding models. In
subsection C, we discuss the mechanics of herd-
ing and the role of correlation in these models.

A. Non-informativeness Condition

Our critique proceeds in four main steps: (i)
In the binary model, the non-informativeness

condition is sufficient but not necessary to guar-
antee the existence of a separating equilibrium
for the first agent. (ii) When such condition is
not imposed, herding by the second agent re-
sults even with independence in the binary
model. (iii) The non-informativeness condition
is a degenerate assumption, which holds only
for a nongeneric prior on the state. It is neces-
sarily not satisfied for the second agent, if it
is satisfied for the first. (iv) Whenever the
signal structure is nonbinary, inefficient reputa-
tional herding easily arises under the non-
informativeness condition even in the absence
of correlation. Thus, in more general models,
the non-informativeness condition does not im-
ply that correlation is necessary for herding.

First, we show that condition (4) is sufficient
but not necessary to obtain a separating equi-
librium for the first agentA.3 Condition (3a)
must fail if p # z, while (3b) fails if z # q; in
either case there is no separating equilibrium for
the first agent.4 To rule out this uninteresting
case, it is reasonable to assumeq , z , p.
There is an informative equilibrium for the
agent when the prior on the state is not too
extreme compared to the precision of the signal.
For example, for symmetric signal distributions
(q 5 1 2 p andz 5 1⁄2) we haveu (sG, xH) 5
u (sB, xL) . u (sG, xL) 5 u (sB, xH), so that
(3a) and (3b) becomemG $ 1⁄2 andmB # 1⁄2,
or equivalently 12 p(u ) # a # p(u ).5 In this
case, (4) restricts instead the prior belief on the
state to be fair,a 5 1⁄2. There is room to depart
from (4) and still get separation.

Second, in the binary model reputational
herding obtains even with statistically indepen-
dent signals whenever condition (4) is not sat-

3 Here, the non-informativeness condition guarantees the
existence of an informative equilibrium for the first agent.
More generally, even under this condition the equilibrium is
not perfectly revealing when small misrepresentations of
signals are possible, as in models with continuous signals.

4 It is easy to check that under these same conditions
there are no mixed-strategy informative equilibria.

5 It can be easily shown that whenever there is a sepa-
rating equilibrium there is also a mixed-strategy (or hybrid)
equilibrium. For example, whena [ [ 1⁄2, p(u )] the agent
with signalsG invests with probability one, while the agent
with signal sB does not invest with probability (2a 2
1)/(p(u ) 2 1 1 a) [ [0, 1) and invests with comple-
mentary probability. This equilibrium is clearly less infor-
mative than the separating equilibrium. There are no other
mixed-strategy equilibria.
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isfied. Then, one of the conditions (3a) and (3b)
for separating equilibrium of thesecondagent
fails. Therefore, whenz Þ ap 1 (1 2 a)q
—or equivalently for symmetric signal distri-
butions unless the prior on the state is fair—the
second agent herds with positive probability
even with conditionally independent signals.
The conditional dependence assumption, which
Scharfstein and Stein claim necessary for repu-
tational herding, is needed only in their knife-
edge case. For instance, in the symmetric
independent binary signal model with initial
prior a [ (1⁄2, p], the second manager herds
after the first manager credibly transmits a good
signal by investing. If in additionaxH 1 (1 2
a) xL , 0, such herding is inefficient, i.e., it
would not have resulted if the principal had
direct access to the information. Furthermore,
reputational herding arises with probability one
with a sequence of agents endowed with condi-
tionally independent signals, regardless of the
initial prior.

Third, assuming that the signal is uninforma-
tive (by itself) about the agent’s ability amounts
to a restriction to a degenerate set of priors on
the state. This is evident from equation (4) in
the binary setting, and is clearly true with gen-
eral information structures. Furthermore, the re-
striction has no clear conceptual role. Even in
their model, the non-informativeness condition
never holds for the second agent who decides
after observing the (informative) decision of the
first, as the relevant belief about the state cannot
satisfy (4).

Fourth, we provide an example to illustrate
that whenever the signal is not binary the non-
informativeness condition (4) bears no connec-
tion with the indifference of the second agent
mentioned above. The example also shows how
excess reputational herding can arise even with
conditionally independent signals. We add a
third uninformative signal to the symmetric bi-
nary model, occurring with probabilityr . Then
Pr(sGux, D) 5 Pr(sBux, D) 5 (1 2 r )/ 2 and
Pr(sNux, D) 5 r for any x [ { xH, xL}. For
type S, Pr(sGuxH, S) 5 Pr(sBuxL, S) 5 (1 2
r)p, Pr(sBuxH, S) 5 Pr(sGuxL, S) 5 (1 2 r)(1 2 p),
and Pr(sNuxH, S) 5 Pr(sNuxL, S) 5 r . Signals
are conditionally independent and priors are
a 5 u 5 1⁄2, so that the non-informativeness
condition Pr(suS) 5 Pr(suD) is satisfied. In an
informative equilibrium agentA uses this strat-

egy: messagemG is sent after signalsG and with
probability 1⁄2 after sN, and mB is sent other-
wise. Consider agentB who acts afterA sent
mG. Receipt of signalssG or sN will give B a
posterior belief on state above1⁄2, while signal
sB will drive this posterior below1⁄2. In the
potentially efficient strategys, signalssG and
sN are mapped into one messagemG, and sB
into mB. Simple algebra proves thats cannot be
played in equilibrium, since thesB type has a
strict incentive to deviate tomG. Similarly,
truth-telling is not an equilibrium sincesB
would deviate. AgentB is pooling in the most
informative equilibrium if

(6) Î~ p 1
1
2
!~1 2 p 1

1
2
! . 2r /~1 2 r !.

Therefore, correlation is not needed for herding
by the second agent. If the above condition does
not hold, there is a partially separating equilib-
rium wherebysG is mapped intomG while sN
and sB are mapped intomB. Despite the non-
informativeness condition, the incentive con-
straints for the second agent hold strictly, unless
there is equality in (6). Furthermore, notice that
agentB is behaving inefficiently, regardless of
correlation.

B. Comparison of Outcomes

In general, investment decisions are deter-
mined by completely different incentives in the
statistical and the reputational model. Neverthe-
less, their otherwise unrelated outcomes coin-
cide in the special case with independent binary
signals for appropriately defined physical pay-
offs (e.g., for xH 1 xL 5 0 in the case of
symmetric signals). Notice that there is no log-
ical relation between statistical and reputational
herding. For example, statistical herding results
in the absence of reputational herding after the
first agent invests under condition (4), condi-
tional independence, andaxH 1 (1 2 a) xL .
0.6 Conversely, reputational herding results
without statistical herding after the first agent
invests under condition (4), positive differential
correlation, andaxH 1 (1 2 a) xL , 0.

6 Observe that the agency problem may actually improve
information aggregation.
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Notice that when the information of the first
decision maker is valuable (i.e., withmGxH 1
(1 2 mG) xL $ 0 $ mBxH 1 (1 2 mB) xL,
assumption (7) of Scharfstein and Stein), the
BHW outcome is efficient in the binary model
with two decision makers. In this case, the ac-
tion taken by the first decision maker fully re-
veals her information, so that the second
individual has access to all the information so-
cially available. Even if statistical herding
arises, the outcome with two decision makers is
efficient. Scharfstein and Stein maintained (4)
and concluded that correlation of signals was an
essential ingredient to obtain inefficient reputa-
tional herding. We have shown that this is not
the case under independence in the binary signal
model once condition (4) is lifted, as well as
in more general models even under the non-
informativeness condition (see the example at
the end of subsection A).

C. Mechanics of Herding: Correlation
as Externality

While the statistical model exogenously
specifies identical payoff functions for all inves-
tors, payoffs in the reputational model are en-
dogenously derived from the beliefs of the
evaluator. Nevertheless, for given evaluator’s
beliefs about the agent’s signaling strategy,
reputational payoffs are again identical across
decision makers. Payoffs have therefore a
common-valuenature in both models. Notice
that this analogy between the two models holds
only for fixed evaluator beliefs. The strategic
nature of reputational cheap talk adds the re-
quirement that such beliefs be consistent in
equilibrium with the signaling incentives of the
agent.

It is useful to decompose the expected pay-
offs in both models in probabilities and payoffs.
In the BHW model, the payoff conditional on
the state remains fixed, independently of other
investors’ decisions. Their decisions only affect
the probability belief about the state of the
world, and therefore the relative attractiveness
of investment.

In the reputational model, consider the sec-
ond agent’s expected reputational payoff given
by equation (5). On the one hand, the signal
revealed by the first agent and that possessed by
the second affect theprobability assessment of

the state of the world. On the other hand, the
conditional reputational payoffcorresponding
to the updated belief about an agent’s ability
depends on the investment made (or message
reported) by both agents as well as the realized
state of the world. When the agents have con-
ditionally independent signals, this second
channel is inactive, because the signals inferred
from the behavior of other agents do notdirectly
affect the conditional reputational payoffsu (sB,
sG, xk) 5 u (sG, sG, xk) 5 u (sG, xk). In this
case, conditional payoffs change only insofar as
the different probability assessment on the state
drives the evaluator to change beliefs about the
agent’s signaling strategy.

In both the BHW model and the reputational
model with conditional independence, informa-
tion about the state accumulates by observing
the behavior of the previous investors. Thus, the
probability weights on some of the conditional
payoffs increase. In the two-signal model, the
issue is whether the evaluator expects separa-
tion. As long as the evaluator maintains such
beliefs, the agents have common values. Even-
tually, the agent prefers to deviate by pretending
to have theex antemore likely signal. The most
informative equilibrium is then pooling. The
mechanics of the binary-signal reputational
model is exactly the same as that of the statis-
tical model. Differential correlation of the sig-
nals introduces an externality in the reputational
payoff, not present in the basic BHW model.
With positive differential correlation there is an
additional incentive to herd through the payoff
channel, equivalently to the introduction of pos-
itive payoff externalities in the statistical model.
The BHW-like probability channel and the pay-
off channel are then necessarily intertwined in
determining whether the most informative equi-
librium is pooling.

Notice that informative signals are correlated
with the state, even when they are conditionally
independent. Furthermore, signals of more in-
formed agents are more correlated with the
state, so that the probability that the second
agent is smart increases conditionally on receiv-
ing the same signal as the first agent. With more
general signal structures, the evaluator’s belief
as well as the conditional payoffs change with
the prior on the state, even while sustaining a
nonpooling equilibrium. The endogeneity of the
evaluator beliefs introduces an indirect depen-
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dence of the reputational payoff on the infor-
mation revealed by previous agents. In general,
the probability and the payoff channels neces-
sarily interact even with independent signals.

V. When Is Correlation Necessary for Herding?

Adapting BHW’s logic to the reputational
setting of Scharfstein and Stein, we have seen
that reputational herding occurs even without
correlated prediction errors. This section inves-
tigates situations where differential conditional
correlation is indeed necessary to obtain herd-
ing in a reputational environment. We outline
three scenarios: (A) In an investment model
with pure private values, only conditional cor-
relation can force later agents to condition their
behavior on the predecessors’ actions. (B) In a
model where agents have intermediate levels of
private information about their own ability, cor-
relation is necessary and sufficient to generate
herding. (C) With unbounded private informa-
tion precision on the state of the world, corre-
lation is necessary for herding and it also
suffices when the information is of sufficiently
bounded precision on own ability.

A. Private-Value Model

In the reputational setting with differential
conditional correlation, existence of informative
equilibria depends on the interplay of the prob-
ability and the payoff channel. It is impossible
to isolate one channel from the other, unless no
information about the state can be inferred from
observation of the message sent by previous
agents.

Consider instead an environment with com-
pletely idiosyncratic investment opportunities.
Modify the Scharfstein and Stein model by al-
lowing for agent-specific independent states of
the world,xA andxB. Agent i receives a signal
si which carries information aboutxi but not
aboutxj, for i , j [ { A, B}. Without differential
conditional correlation, the information and
thus the decision of agentA is without relevance
for the decision problem of agentB. In this pure
private-value environment, observation of the
investment made by others does not convey any
information on one’s own state. Therefore,
agents act independently on their own informa-
tion, and there are no herding effects. However,

with differential conditional correlation of
signals, the signal of agentA is relevant for
the interpretation of agentB’s information. If
the signals agree, the likelihood thatB is smart
is larger, and conversely when signals are
contradictory.

With the probability channel mute, payoff
externalities from differentially conditionally
correlated signals are necessary to have reputa-
tional herding effects. Nevertheless, this as-
sumption is not particularly appealing in this
case. It is not clear why there should be any
particular correlation structure in the signals for
otherwise unrelated decision problems.

B. Partial Private Knowledge on Own Ability

As illustrated by Brett Trueman (1994),
agents who possess prior private information on
own ability have an incentive to differentiate
themselves. With (sufficiently) accurate knowl-
edge about ability, there is an informative
equilibrium for any prior on the state of the
one-period model. This is easily seen by mod-
ifying the basic single-agent game (withq 5
1 2 p andz 5 1⁄2) to allow for perfect private
knowledge of own ability. In this case there
exists for alla [ [0, 1] an informative equilib-
rium whereby the smart type reveals truthfully
her signal, while the dumb type pools with one
of the messages sent by the smart type. When
a $ 1⁄2, the dumb type with signalsG sends
messagemG, while that withsB randomizes by
announcingmG with probabilityn [ [0, 1) and
mB with remaining probability 12 n. The prob-
ability n is determined by the indifference of the
dumb type with signalsB,

(7) au~mB , xH ! 1 ~1 2 a!u~mB , xL !

5 au~mG , xH ! 1 ~1 2 a!u~mG , xL !.

If n 5 1 thenu (mB, xH) 5 u (mB, xL) 5 1, and
the left-hand side of (7) strictly exceeds the
right-hand side. Ifn 5 0 then u (mB, xH) 5
u (mG, xL) , u (mB, xL) 5 u (mG, xH) and the
right-hand side weakly exceeds the left-hand
side. By continuity somen [ [0, 1) gives the
required indifference. Symmetrically, when
a # 1⁄2 there is an informative equilibrium
where the dumb type announcesmB when
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receivingsB and randomizes betweenmB and
mG when receivingsG. Thus, herding cannot
obtain when agents have perfect knowledge of
their own ability and signals are conditionally
independent.7

Trueman’s result extends to the case of con-
ditionally dependent signals and partial knowl-
edge of own forecasting ability, as exemplified
by Christopher N. Avery and Chevalier (1999).
When smart agents have perfectly correlated
signals, pooling is the most informative equilib-
rium for the second agent if and only if the
information about own ability type is suffi-
ciently imprecise. We show below that correla-
tion is necessary and sufficient to generate
herding for an intermediate range of knowledge
about own type.

Consider Scharfstein and Stein’s model with
q 5 1 2 p andz 5 a 5 1⁄2 and where smart
agents have perfectly correlated signals. Agents
receive an additional conditionally independent
signal about own ability. This signal is promis-
ing with probability g, and otherwise unprom-
ising. A promising agent is smart with
probabilityuP, an unpromising with probability
uU. Necessarily the prior reputation satisfies
u 5 guP 1 (1 2 g)uU.

Since the model is symmetric, there is a sep-
arating equilibrium for agentA where invest-
ment takes place only after observation of signal
sG. The probability that agentB is smart con-
ditionally on being promising and receiving a
signal which disagrees withA’s is uP(1 2
u )/(1 2 uuP), as derived by Avery and Chev-
alier. This is the expected posterior reputation
for B who successfully communicates to be
promising and in possession of a signal opposite
to A’s. The most informative equilibrium forB
is pooling if and only if this reputation falls
short of the prior reputationu, i.e., if and only if
uP , u*P [ u/[1 2 u (1 2 u )]. Otherwise the
most informative equilibrium is of the Trueman
signaling kind. When instead agents have con-
ditionally independent signals, similar calcula-
tions show that pooling byB obtains if and only
if uP , u*P*[ u/[1 2 u (1 2 u )(1 2 4p(1 2
p))]. Clearly, u*P* , u*P, so wheneveruP [
(u*P*, u*P), there exists a separating equilibrium

for B when signals are conditionally indepen-
dent, and there is no separating equilibrium for
B when signals are correlated. Hence in this
case correlation is required for herding.

Interestingly, neither equilibrium is efficient.
In the pooling equilibrium, there is too little
tendency to use own information. In the signal-
ing equilibrium some unpromising agents con-
tradict their predecessor inefficiently, so there is
“antiherding.”

C. Unbounded Informativeness on State

What happens in a dynamic model with more
than two agents? Lones Smith and Sørensen
(2000) point out that unbounded signal strength
on the state precludes herding a` la BHW, as no
uncertain prior then suffices to overwhelm all
possible private signals. We now present a four-
signal example with unbounded precision on
the state. Correlation is then necessary and suf-
ficient to generate herding if signals are of suf-
ficiently bounded informativeness on own
ability.

The signal distribution for typeT is Pr(s1uxH,
T) 5 Pr(s4uxL, T) 5 rT, Pr(s2uxH, T) 5
Pr(s3uxL, T) 5 q(1 2 rT), Pr(s3uxH, T) 5
Pr(s2uxL, T) 5 (1 2 q)(1 2 rT), Pr(s4uxH,
S) 5 Pr(s1uxL, S) 5 0. We assume thatq [
(1⁄2, 1) and 0# rD , rS # 1. Note thats1
perfectly reveals statexH while similarly s4
revealsxL. Prior is a 5 1⁄2, while uI [ (0, 1)
can vary across agents. For the first agentA
there is an informative equilibrium where mes-
sagemG is sent upon observation of signalss1
or s2, and messagemB after s3 or s4.

Assume first that the signals are conditionally
independent and restrict attention to the situa-
tion after A had sent messagemG credibly.
Receipt of signalss1, s2, or s3 givesB a pos-
terior belief in statexH above1⁄2, while signals4
drives the posterior to 0. The strategys
whereby signalss1, s2, s3 are mapped into one
messagemG while s4 is mapped intomB is an
equilibrium for the second agentB. This rea-
soning can be applied iteratively to show that
any agent will use strategys as long as onlymG
has been reported by the predecessors. This is
an informative equilibrium, because along a
puremG history the posterior on the state mono-
tonically increases to 1, while ifmB is reported
by someone, the posterior will be revised to 0.

7 Complete learning would not result if instead principals
had direct access to the information of their agents.
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In any case, there is complete long-run learning
on the state of the world.

Finally, consider the case with conditionally
dependent signals. For simplicity, assume as
above that the signals of agentsA and B are
perfectly correlated when they are both smart.
Again, concentrate on the situation afterA re-
portedmG. Simple algebra shows that the sep-
arating strategys from above is not incentive
compatible forB when

(8) ~1 2 r S!uA

. ~1 2 r D !S r S

r D
2 1D ~1 2 uA!.

Under (8), only herding is an equilibrium.
Clearly, as more agents are added in this setting,
herding results only from correlation without
need for additional conditions like (4). Condi-
tion (8) is easily satisfied by the parameters. It is
more likely to hold whenA has a better repu-
tation, and when there is only a small difference
in ability between typesS andD. These condi-
tions are conducive to herding by the second
agentB, who has little to gain by contradicting
A’s report.

VI. Conclusion

Agency-driven herding results with greater
generality than realized by Scharfstein and
Stein when formulating their innovative model.
Reputationally concerned agents herd, unless
they know enough a priori about their own
information quality. Differential conditional
correlation adds to the tendency to herd, but it is
not required in a number of natural models.
When instead agents have substantial prior pri-
vate information on their forecasting ability,
herding requires the “sharing-the-blame” effect
introduced by Scharfstein and Stein.

Our approach exploits the evident similarity
of reputational and statistical herding models. In
either setting, consideration of conditionally de-
pendent signals and payoff externalities compli-
cates tremendously the analysis of the
multiagent dynamic model. With differential
conditional correlation, the dynamic model can-
not be solved forward, other than in the case
where the second agent always herds. If this
agent’s behavior were informative, it would

also be necessary to go backward and check the
behavior of the first agent. For this reason, only
very special reputational models have been
studied to date. The dynamic model with con-
ditionally independent signals can instead be
manageably solved forward. Its outcomes de-
pend on the building-block model with a single
agent. A general analysis of this static model of
reputational cheap talk is needed.

The empirical interest on the topic also calls
for more fundamental work in the area. In both
the statistical and reputational model, observa-
tional learning from others results in outcomes
less drastic than herding. Typically, individual
behavior does not incorporate all private infor-
mation available. For the purpose of empirical
work, it is useful to understand the biases and
information losses which can be attributed to
the agency problem.
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